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Introduction

Rural women across the world work along agri-food value chains performing numerous
agricultural operations. Their work is increasingly affected by land degradation, climate change
impacts and out-migration. It is often unrecognized, unqualified and unpaid. Moreover, the
traditional division of labour often relegates women to manual, time-consuming operations with
high degrees of drudgery. The combination of family responsibilities and insufficient access to
critical services, information and technologies, affects women’s work burden and their potential
for income generation. For example, fewer rights over land make it more difficult for women to
access subsidies, finance or mechanization.
The underlying reasons that limit women’s access to mechanization are embedded in the social
norms that govern behaviour and drive inequality. These norms are often quoted by both men and
women and perpetuated over generations: they focus on the concept that mechanization is for men;
that women should spend their time on housework and childcare instead of using technology; that
“women should not make money”, to name a few. Adopting gender-transformative approaches
that challenge these norms through dialogue and awareness-raising campaigns is, therefore,
as important as promoting policies and strategies supporting agricultural mechanization service
providers. These service providers can be women or men, who create income and jobs from hiring
mechanization services. Introducing equipment and machinery that respond to women’s needs
and sensitize service providers to reach out to women farmers is particularly important in a context
where male migration often leaves rural women to take over the entire management of farms.
“Women’s work burden is reduced by enhancing their access to technologies, practices
and infrastructure and by promoting an equitable distribution of responsibilities, including at
household level” Source: FAO Gender Equality Policy 2020—2030”
Nepalese context
Agricultural productivity remains central to poverty reduction in the Federal Democratic Republic
of Nepal (Nepal). Most of the population rely on agriculture for their livelihood. In particular, 80
percent of women work in this sector (FAO. 2019a). Subsistence agriculture still dominates the
agricultural scene and comprises a mixed farming system of crops, livestock and agro-forestry.
In an aim to realize the agricultural sector’s potential, the Government of Nepal developed the
Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS; 2015-2035), taking into consideration the increasing
work burden of rural women due to male out-migration and labour shortages.
Given this context, the Strategy identifies the need to increase women’s ownership and rights
over land; to invest in improved farming practices, technology and mechanization; and to
strengthen the opportunities for farmer groups and cooperatives to access credit and services.
Moreover, under the ADS, the Government’s Agricultural Mechanization Promotion Policy (2014)
has committed to promoting the adoption of environment-friendly technologies and machines to
reduce the drudgery of women farmers.
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Sustainable agricultural mechanization
FAO definition
“Sustainable agricultural mechanization covers all levels of farming and processing
technologies, from simple and basic hand tools to more sophisticated and motorized
equipment.” (FAO, 2019b)
Sustainable mechanization can support the agri-food chains, from production to post-harvest
operations. It considers technological, economic, social, environmental and cultural aspects.
It is viewed as a means to an end that contributes to the sustainable development of the food
and agricultural sector and improves farmer livelihoods, including women farmers, by:
• reducing hard labour or drudgery;
• relieving labour shortages;
• enhancing productivity and timeliness of agricultural operations;
• improving the efficient use of resources;
• enhancing market access;
• mitigating climate-related hazards;
• reducing production cost;
• increasing incomes;
• creating jobs opportunities;
• reducing food loss.
Women farmers and sustainable mechanization
There are three ways in which sustainable mechanization can empower women and respond
to their needs (FAO, 2021):
• as customers of mechanization service providers - reducing their drudgery, and
freeing up time for resting or opting for other social or economic activities;
• as operators of machinery and equipment or staff of a mechanization hiring
services business - offering their service to others to earn an income;
• as entrepreneurs managing their own mechanization hiring services agribusiness
- providing a service for other farmers and generating revenue.

About the catalogue
This catalogue results from work carried out in the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal
through an FAO Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP) (see Box 1). Its goal is to promote
and support women’s access to sustainable agricultural mechanization as operators and/or
managers. It lists and provides information on market-tested machinery and equipment for
crop production and post-harvest operations, such as:
Crop production and protection
• agricultural land preparation
• planting and seeding
• pest and weed management
• fertilization
• irrigation
• harvesting
• transport
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Post-harvest operations
• threshing
• shelling
• milling, grinding
• transport
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This catalogue highlights the potential for smallholder farmers, including women, to earn
an income via mechanization hire service. The information for each machine or equipment
includes:
• its function;
• its main features;
• what it is suitable for;
• its technical specifications (key features only);
• where to buy;
• its pictures.
The target audience includes extensionists, gender experts, agricultural engineers,
government officials, donors, micro-finance institutions and implementing partners seeking
to:
• promote inclusive agricultural mechanization interventions;
• reduce women’s drudgery and improve the efficiency of tasks they perform;
• address gender issues in agriculture;
• support economic opportunities for women as entrepreneurs.
The catalogue is available in English, Nepali, French and Spanish.

How to use this catalogue?
This catalogue provides one to two pages of information
for each machine and equipment. Practitioners working
in rural communities can print/copy these pages and
hand them out to women farmers.
The measures are in local units used in hilly regions.
1 Ropani = 508.5 Square metre
1 Hectare = 19.66 Ropani
All the machines and equipment described in this
catalogue are commercially available in Nepal. At the
end of this catalogue, a list of contact information of
importers, manufactures, and dealers of these items
is available.

Disclaimer
This list aims to guide various stakeholders, including
smallholder farmers, extensionists and practitioners
on where various equipment and machinery are sold
in Nepal. Including these importers, manufacturers
and dealers in this catalogue does not imply that
FAO endorses or recommends these or that they
are the only option available in the market. FAO shall
not be responsible for the performance of the listed
importers, manufacturers and dealers.
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Box 1: FAO Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP)
Title: Sustainable agricultural mechanization of smallholder farms
for enhancing agricultural productivity and production, and reducing drudgery of
women and young farmers
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Country

the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal

Government counterpart

Duration

Centre for Agricultural Infrastructure Development
and Mechanization Promotion (CAIDMP), Department
of Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock
Development
2019—2021

Budget (USD)

200 000

Target groups

•
•
•
•

Location

Siraha and Udaypur districts

Goal

Reduce the drudgery and increase the productivity and
incomes of women and young farmers

Activities

• assessing women’s mechanization needs along the
rice-wheat and maize agri-food chains;
• supporting technical, organizational and social skills
of women and young farmers, agricultural engineers,
extensionists, technicians and government officials;
• piloting two businesses on mechanization hire
services at farmer-group level;
• assessing the institutional capacity and existing
policies on mechanization for women;
• evaluating the impact of the intervention in terms of
productivity, drudgery, incomes and cost reduction;
and
• preparing recommendations for follow up actions
that ensure sustainability.

Women and young farmers
Young agricultural engineers, extensionists
Technicians of repair shops
Government officials
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Safe and correct use of powered machines
As women and men farmers are increasingly adopting powered and automated equipment, the
dangers of related accidents are rising. These accidents can cause grievous bodily harm from
simple cuts and scrapes to loss of fingers, limbs and life. Operators of these machines, including
those presented in this catalogue, must be very conscious and constantly aware of the safety
of everyone involved and working near these powered machines.
A poster on the safe and the correct use of powered machines should be made available in
the communities (Figure 1). Please print this safety poster and display it at the mechanization
service centres and where gatherings take place. There is great need to create many other
safety posters for other popular powered agricultural machinery.
Figure 1: Safe and correct use of powered machines
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Crop
production

Mini-tiller

Crop production - Agricultural land preparation

FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The mini-tiller has multiple functions.
Its primary use is for land preparation
in both dry and wet conditions
(i.e. rice puddling operations). It also
allows to perform inter-cultivation
and weeding with adjustment of
the rotary blades. With additional
attachments, it can also make
bunds, dig or harvest tuber crops
and perform line planting. The minitiller can serve as a stationary power
source for powering shellers, thresher
and irrigation pumps.
Figure 2: Mini-tiller

MAIN FEATURES
Mini-tillers come in several makes and models. The main features are:
For petrol versions:
• lighter and easier to manoeuvre, lift and shift between terraced land;
• faster rotavator - slightly more difficult to operate;
• it requires less physical effort to start the engine.
For diesel versions:
• Heavier and more challenging to move in terraced land;
• slower rotovator - slightly easier to operate;
• requires more strength to start the engine.
SUITABLE FOR:
• mountainous (including narrow terraces), hilly and flat farms;
• land preparation for all crops (dry and wet seasons), weeding, planting and
as a stationary power source;
• small and medium plot sizes;
• provision of services for a fee to customers.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Horse Power (HP) range

3-9

Cooling System

Forced air

Drive

2WD

Petrol mini-tiller weight

30-115 kg

Diesel mini-tiller weight

70-180 kg

Maximum Dimensions LxWxH

1030x580x870 mm

Fuel Consumption Petrol

0.25-1.0 l/hr

Fuel Consumption Diesel

0.75-2.0 l/hr

Work efficiency

1-2 Ropani/hr or 0.05 - 0.10 ha/hr
7

WHERE TO BUY IT

© USAID/ Derek Brown

Widely available in nearly every district centre.

©FAO/Umong Shahi

Figure 3: Mini-tiller with cage wheels in wetland

Figure 4: Mini-tiller in dry land preparation
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Crop production - Agricultural land preparation

©AMEC Group China

Mini-tiller
attachments

Figure 5: Mini-tiller with different attachments

RIDGER-BUND FORMER

FUNCTION
The ridger-bund former makes bunds and ditches
(useful for surface irrigation and drainage). In some
models, the wings can be adjusted to make larger or
smaller bunds.
It attaches to the back of the mini-tiller.

©Liying Machinery Co. Ltd. China

The mini-tiller pulls the ridger-bund former, working at
the same speed as the mini tiller.
BENEFITS
Often after planting, bunds are made manually,
especially by women using traditional tools like kuto,
kodalo or hoe. A ridger can save women time and
prevent them from working in the same bent posture
for hours.

Figure 6: Mini-tiller ridger

WHERE TO BUY IT
Most stores that sell mini tillers sell this attachment.

PADDY WHEEL - CAGE WHEEL

Figure 7: Mini-tiller cage wheel

©Liying Machinery Co. Ltd. China

FUNCTION
The cage wheel (or paddy wheel) puddles the soil
and water for rice planting. It attaches in place of
wheels/tires/rotavator on both sides of the mini-tiller.
BENEFITS
The cage wheel quickly puddles wet soil for land
preparation for rice and saves farmers’ time.

WHERE TO BUY IT
Most stores that sell mini-tillers also sell these paddy
wheels.
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Crop production - Agricultural land preparation

Two-wheel
tractor (power tiller)
The two-wheel tractor (2WT) has multiple
functions. Its primary use is for land
preparation in both dry and wet conditions
(i.e. rice puddling operations) with rotovator
attachment. It also serves for transportation
with trailer attachment. Recently the reaper
attached to two-wheel tractors has become
popular in the Terai. Like a four-wheel
tractor, it is used as a stationary power
source for powering shellers, thresher and
irrigation pumps.

© Rastriya Samachar Samiti (RSS)

FUNCTION

Figure 8: Two-wheel tractor - 2WT (power tiller)

MAIN FEATURES
• Belt driven pulley - can be used to power other machinery.
• W
 hile preparing the land in hills, the operator walks behind for safety. In Terai,
the operator rides on a seat.
• Powerful diesel engines.
SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•

12-15 HP for mountains as it is lighter and easy to manoeuvre;
15-18 HP for lower hills and Terai;
18-24 HP for Terai due to higher weight, powering other equipment and pulling a trailer;
provision of services for a fee to customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Horse Power range

12-24 HP

Cooling System

Water (Radiator or Hopper)

Drive

2WD

Working width with rotavator

60-90 cm

Maximum Dimensions LxWxH

2680x1030x1250 mm

12 HP with 60 cm rotavator

380-500 kg

18 HP with 80 cm rotovator

500-550 kg

24 HP with 90 cm rotovator

600 kg

Fuel Consumption Diesel

0.75-2.0 l/hr

Work efficiency

1-2 Ropani/hr

WHERE TO BUY IT
• Two-wheel tractors are widely available in nearly every district centre.
• Attachments may not be available in district centres.
10
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©Scott Justice
© FAO

Figure 9: Morning milk run-two-wheel tractor with trailer

Figure 10: Two-wheel tractor powering open drum thresher
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Drum seeder
FUNCTION

©Somsy Thongkham

A drum seeder is a manually
operated seeder for seeding
pre-germinated rice seeds.
It allows for planting in rows.

Figure 11: Manual drum seeder

MAIN FEATURES
It has a handle, wheels and a set
of drums that contain the pregerminated seeds. Each drum has
two lines of holes that allow the
seeds to fall into the soil as the
operator pushes it.

SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

rice seeds and other small seeds;
seeding in wet, puddled conditions;
small and medium plot size;
flat and hilly areas (terraces);
alternate wetting and drying (AWD)
and rice-fish systems;
• mechanical weeding since weeders
can be used between the rows created by
the seeder.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Working width

180-240 cm

Number of rows

8-12

Row Spacing

20 cm

Weight approx.

10-12 kg

Work efficiency

0.13-0.16 ha/hr

BENEFITS
Compared to manual transplanting, the drum seeder reduces drudgery and increases labour
efficiency, freeing up time for resting or performing alternative income-generating activities.
When using this equipment, farmers save time and seeds.
WHERE TO BUY IT
This product is sold by various agro vets, hardware stores and agri-machinery agents in
many hill district centres. If not in stock, they might order it. You may have to pre-pay for this.
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Manual rice
transplanter

Crop production - Planting and seeding

FUNCTION
The manual rice transplanter is a manually
operated equipment for transplanting rice
seedlings to the field.

MAIN FEATURES

©FAO/Umong Shahi

This floating type rice transplanter is
operated by turning a hand crank and
walking backwards. It is small in size
and lightweight.
SUITABLE FOR:
• r ice seedlings grown in traditional seedbed
(washed seedling method);
• wetland conditions (flooded field condition
- both shallow and deep);
• flat and hilly areas (terraces);
• s mall plot size (less than one hectare).

Figure 12: Manual rice transplanter

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight approx.

20 kg

Number of planting rows

2

Row distance

210-250 mm

Max. planting depth

65 mm

Float adjustment for depth control

Yes

Work efficiency

0.4-0.8 ha/day

BENEFITS
The manual transplanter allows the transplant of rice seedlings five to ten times faster
than the traditional method (i.e. manual transplanting). Farmers can perform this operation
without bending and in a faster time. It is light in weight and easy to operate by a single
person.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer of agricultural machinery.
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Rolling punch planter/
Rotary dibbler
FUNCTION
©FAO/Madhusudan S. Basnyat

The rolling punch planter or rotary dibbler is a
manually operated planter that allows for planting
in rows. Some also allow applying fertilizer.

Figure 13: Rolling punch planter

MAIN FEATURES
The push planter consists of a rotating
dibbler head with penetrating jaws, a
handle, roller, seed hopper (and in some
models with fertilizer hopper), seed
container(s), line maker and soil cover plate.

SUITABLE FOR:
• m
 edium- and large-sized seeds,
including maize, peanuts, soybean,
pigeon pea, sorghum, etc.;
• dry conditions;
• flat terrain and narrow terraces;
• tilled fields only;
• small and medium plot sizes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Mouth numbers (adjustable)

6 to 12

Seed and/or fertilizer box capacity approx.

4 kg

Weight approx.

15 kg

Seeding rate

1-2 number/hill

Work efficiency

0.08 - 0.13 ha/hr

BENEFITS
The rolling punch planter saves time and plants seed in a row at a uniform depth of 1-2
seeds per hill. It is easy to operate, eliminates the necessity to bend, thereby reducing
drudgery. It permits the use of push row and power weeders for further cost and
drudgery reduction.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importers of agricultural machinery.
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Jab planter

Crop production - Planting and seeding

FUNCTION

©FAO/Madhusudan S. Basnyat

The jab planter is a manually operated
equipment used for planting and
fertilizing at the same time.

Figure 14: Jab planter

MAIN FEATURES
It is a rectangular-shaped equipment made
of hard plastic and metal. The jab planter
is operated by pushing it into the soil,
followed by frame arms pulling action.
The delivery head is formed by two
separate metallic beaks acting as ground
openers and two channels; one for the
delivery of seeds and another for the
delivery of fertilizer. Other models may just
have one channel for either seed or fertlizer.

SUITABLE FOR:
• m
 edium- and large-sized seeds,
including maize, black gram, green
gram, cowpea, soybean, and
groundnut;
• dry conditions;
• flat and hilly terrain (terraces);
• small and medium plot size;
• direct seeding on no-tilled soil with
residues.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Overall dimensions (L x W x H)

1000 x 200 x 250 mm

Weight approx.

2-3 kg

Capacity of the seed container approx.

1 kg

Capacity of the fertilizer container approx

2 kg

Work efficiency

0.05 ha/hr

BENEFITS
This planter allows to perform two operations simultaneously - plating and fertilizing.
This translates into time-saving. The operations are performed while standing rather
than bending, which reduces the drudgery related to such activity.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer of agricultural machinery. Available in many district centres. This product
is sold by various agro vets, hardware stores and agri-machinery agents in many hill
district centres.
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Manual vegetable transplanter
FUNCTION
The manual vegetable transplater transplants vegetable
seedlings from a standing position. It removes the need
to open furrows and stoop down to plant vegetable
seedlings from trays. It works by jabbing the tip into the
soil and pulling the handle to spread open the planting
hole, making room for seedlings. The seedlings are
then dropped into the tube root-first, followed by pulling
the transplanter out and releasing the handle. The area
around the seedling can be filled and the soil firmed
with the foot.

©FAO/Umong Shahi

MAIN FEATURES
There are several varieties. The one in the picture is
stainless steel with spring-loaded seedling release/
soil spreader handle.
Figure 15: Manual vegetable transplanter

SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•

all vegetable seedlings grown in trays;
flat, hilly and mountainous terrain;
tilled and untilled plots;
small and medium plot sizes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Number of rows

1

Height approx.

95 cm

Weight approx.

2 kg

Work efficiency

0.05 - 0.75 ha/hr

BENEFITS
This vegetable transplanter removes the need to open furrows manually and to stoop or
bend over. The transplanting operation, traditionally done by women, can be performed
faster using this tool and with less drudgery.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer of agricultural machinery
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Push row planters
FUNCTION

©CIMMYT/Surkhet Ghadi

The push row planter sows seeds
in uniform spacing and planting
depth, with one seed every hill.
It is operated by a single person,
but it can also be pulled while
operating by a second person
using a rope.

Figure 16: Seed-fertilizer push row planter

MAIN FEATURES
Single plastic seed and fertilizer tank
with removable partition;
Adjustable height of handlebars (on
some models);
Chain and direct driven
Plant-to-plant spacing is adjustable
Seed size and number of seeds are
also adjustable
Large solid rubber tire in front,
adjustable depth furrow opener,
followed by soil covering device.

SUITABLE FOR:
• maize, beans and other large seed
crops;
• planting on hills, slopes and small and
large plots of land;
• some scope of no-till planting
(depending on soil moisture) when
using a second person to pull the
planter.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Number of rows

1

Weight approx.

3 kg

Work efficiency

0.15-0.25 ha/hr

BENEFITS
This planter helps to plant in rows with uniform spacing and depth placement which
improves germination. This feature allows for better and easier mechanical weeding, which
may include push row weeders and mini-tiller/power weeders.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agro vets and agri-machinery dealers of many district centres.
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Seed-cum-fertilizer drill attachment
for two-wheel tractor
The seed-cum-fertilizer drill attachment
for the two-wheel tractor is suitable for
unploughed as well as ploughed land. In
a single pass, it allows shallow ploughing
(i.e. reduced tillage), seed sowing and seed
ground covering (in some models). Seeds are
uniformly placed at the correct depth and with
uniform row spacing for better germination
and crop establishment.

©FAO/ Madhusudan Basnyat

FUNCTION

Figure 17: Seed cum fertilizer drill attached to two-wheel tractor

MAIN FEATURES
Six seed and fertilizer metres place seeds and
fertilizers in up to six rows in a single pass.
Row number and row width can be adjusted
as per the need of the crop.
A single row width could be set to a
maximum of 20 cm for a total of 1.2-metre
wide pass.
48 shallow till rotary blades can till
unploughed soil in a single pass. The number
of blades can be removed for reduced tillage.
Some models come with a seat for riding and
road transportation.

SUITABLE FOR:
• c onservation agriculture (CA) with
reduced-tillage;
• wheat, rice, and other small seeds
and legumes (e.g. mung bean and
lentils);
• small and medium plot fields;
• stronger individuals as manoeuvring
the machine can be difficult;
• provision of services for a fee to
customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Number of row

1-6

Weight approx.
Seed drill
Seed cum fertilizer drill

110 kg
145 kg

Work efficiency

3-5 ropani/hr

BENEFITS
• Helps uniform spacing of plants and planting in rows;
• Uniform depth placement increases germination and its uniformity;
• A
 llows for better mechanical weeding using push row weeders and mini-tiller/power
weeders;
• Works well for direct-seeded rice.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer and dealers of agricultural machinery
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Crop production - Planting and seeding

Direct seeders for four-wheel tractor
Direct seeders for four-wheel tractors
have a precision seed metre that can sow
one or two seeds in separate hills at a
time. This seeder can also plant single
seeds of other larger seed crops like
beans, soybeans, maize, etc. Seeders
that sow small seeds like wheat and
rice have a simpler seed metre that
systematically sprinkles a fixed number
of seeds along the row. It can do so in
reduced tillage conditions.

©Subash Adhikary

FUNCTION

Figure 18: 3-row maize-fertilizer seeder with vertical plate seed metre

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:
• a ll farm sizes but is more
efficient for medium and large
plots considering the attachment
size (four-wheel tractor planters
and seeders generally need
fields of at least three ropani
(0.15 ha) to operate and be able
to turn;
• provision of services for a fee to
customers.

• F
 our-wheel tractor seeder come in many
models, with up to six rows. The distance
between seeds, the number of rows,
row widths, and planting depths are all
adjustable.
• F
 our-wheel tractor seed cum fertilizer drills
(Figure 17) are available in many models and
are manufactured by various companies.
They can have up to 13 rows. The amount
of seed metred, row number, row width,
and planting depth are all adjustable.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Number of rows

1-6

Weight approx.

110 kg (seeder only)

Work efficiency

3-5 ropani/hr

BENEFITS
• Helps uniform spacing of plants and planting in rows;
• Uniform depth placement increases germination and its uniformity;
• E
 nables easier mechanical weeding using, for example, push row weeders and minitiller/power weeders;
• Seed drills can work well for direct-seeded rice;
• Farmers save money and time since land preparation is not needed (no-till);
• It retains soil moisture and improves soil health;
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer and dealers of agricultural machinery.
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Crop production - Weeding

Power weeder
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

Power weeders come in several types
and sizes. They all perform weeding
and inter-row cultivation of widespaced crops like vegetables, maize
sugarcane, etc.

Figure 19: Power weeder

MAIN FEATURES
• T
 he power weeder is generally small in
size, with less than 3 HP petrol engine
providing limited ploughing capacity. It is very
lightweight and easy to operate.
• T
 he large power weeder has a larger HP, thus
higher capacity to till. It is a standard mini
tiller (tires removed and tilling blades put on).
The width of ploughing and weeding is nearly
double that of the 2HP power weeder. The
width for weeding is adjustable.
A ridger attachment can also be used for
earthing up and making ridges for the crops.
It comes in both petrol and diesel versions.

SUITABLE FOR:
• all farm sizes;
• vegetable, maize, sugarcane and
other row crops.
• provision of services for a fee to
customers when using the large
power weeder.
• household used when using small
power weeder.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Width of weeding (small)

25-30 cm (some models are adjustable)

Width of weeding (large)

40-80 cm

Engine horsepower

2-3 HP (for small) / 5-7 HP (for large)

Weight of small power weeder

15-20 kg

Work efficiency

 p to 3-4 ropani /hr (depending on field size, row
u
width, whether earthing up or only weeding, and
size (HP) of mini-tillers).

BENEFITS
• A
 much larger area can be weeded with one machine as opposed to manual labour.
• L
 abour- and time-saving. This mechanized operation has less drudgery.
• Women maize farmers in Dang district reported that one could save NPR 10 000 (USD
84) per bigha area (0.66 ha) using the large power weeder compared to paying for
manual weeding.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer of agricultural machinery
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Crop production - Weeding

Push row weeder (various)
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The push row weeder is
manually operated. It weeds
any type of crop on dry land
conditions where row-torow distance is maintained
uniformly. It uproots the weed
and mixes it into the soil.
Figure 20: Push row wheel hoe weeder

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:
• crops grown in rows, such as
maize, wheat and vegetables;
• dry conditions;
• flat terrain;
• small- and medium-sized plots

The push row weeder is made of metal and
has a handle, two wheels and a single or
multiple blades. It is small in size, light in
weight and easy to operate by pushing and
pulling. Some models come with adjustable
handle height to fit different peoples needs.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Number of rows

1

Handle Height

≤ 1100 mm

Blade length

≤ 200 mm

Weight approx.

7 kg

Handle bar

 itted with T shaped or D shaped
F
grip at the upper edge.
Wavy dual-edged blades

Blades
Working depth
Work efficiency

 p to 150 mm. It is regulated by
U
handle height adjustment.
1-2 ropanis in 3-4 hours.

BENEFITS
• A
 single woman can easily weed two ropani (≈ 0.1 ha) on her own in 3-4 hours, a task
that usually takes 2-3 women an entire day.
• It prevents back pain resulting from squatting and bending for hours in manual weeding.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agro vets and agri-machinery dealers of many district centres.
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Crop production - Weeding

Rotary weeder
(Cono Weeder) for rice
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The rotary weeder is characterized by coneshaped wheels with teeth that uproot the
weed and buries it under wet soil. Fields
need standing water for the weeder to
work best.
Figure 21: Cono weeder for flooded rice.

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:

Small, lightweight and easy to operate
by pushing and pulling. The rotary
weeder has two rotors mounted in
opposite orientations. Smooth and
serrated blades are part of these rotors
and are placed alternately on the cones
to uproot and bury weeds with a back
and forth movement. The weeding
operation is performed in the top three
cm of soil.

• w
 etland - flooded rice planted in rows;
• flat, hilly or mountainous land;
• small- and medium-sized plots.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weeder consists of serrated blades of conical shaped, float, frame and handle.
Number of rows

1

Weight approx.

3-6 kg

Width of operation

≤ 370 mm

Number of rotors/cones

2 with blades

Height

≤ 1400 mm

Work efficiency

Up to 1-3 ropani/hr (depending on row width)

BENEFITS
Lightweight and user-friendly. It allows a single woman to easily weed two ropanis on her
own in 1-2 hours - a task that usually takes 2-3 women an entire day of back-bending handweeding. It thereby eliminates the propensity for back pain.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Local agro vets and agril-machinery manufacture and dealers.
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Hand-cranked seed
and fertilizer spreader

Crop production - Fertilizing

FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The hand-cranked spreader broadcasts all types
of seeds and granular fertilizer. With good
handling, it can cover around 4 m from the
centre on both sides with total swatch width of
8m in a single pass. The hand crank revolves
once at each step. The user sets the rate per
unit area according to the amount required for
broadcasting (seed/fertilizer). The nylon bag is
filled with seed and/or fertilizer to half or two
thirds full.

Figure 22: Hand-cranked seed and fertilizer spreader

SUITABLE FOR:
• s preading seeds and fertilizers in the field;
• a ll crops and all fields;
• fl
 at, hilly and mountainous terrain.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type

Bag (shoulder mounted) or Box (chest-mounted)

Material

Bag made of Nylon or Box made of hard plastic

Maximum spreading width

9m

Bag or box capacity

Minimum 9 L

Weight

≤ 3 kg

BENEFITS
• c overs more area in less time than manual broadcasting;
• can regulate and make more precise placement of fertilizers/seed to increase efficiency
on the use of inputs;
• b
 etter crop establishment than manual broadcasting;
• c an be used for uniform broadcasting of small seeds;
• c an be comfortably operated by all ages (older men, women and youth);
• no direct skin contact with seed or fertilizer during application minimizing the health
hazard of using chemical fertilizer or treated seed.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Major importer and dealers of agricultural machinery
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Irrigation Pump sets

Crop production - Irrigation

The main function of irrigation water pump
is to lift water from lower to higher levels
(elevation) such as from shallow wells,
open wells and/or open source. Depending
on the engine horsepower or kilowatt
(kw) and type and size of pump (suction
and delivery size), pumps have different
capacity to lift water. The water is lifted
from source to pump (suction head), and
upwards from pump to final application
point (delivery head). With various hard and
soft plastic “delivery” pipes, these pumps
can pump (push) up 20-30 metres in height
and hundreds of metres across level land.

©Krishna Grill and Engineering Works

FUNCTION

Figure 23: M
 odel R-175 diesel belt driven pump set with
4-inch pump, suction pipe (black) and lay flat
delivery pipe (blue)

MAIN FEATURES
There are many types of irrigation pumps including centrifugal and submersible. They are
classified based on the source of power (i.e. diesel, petrol, electrical, solar, etc). This page
describes only the centrifugal type which consists of aboveground irrigation pumps. These
have a maximum of five-metre suction head and a maximum of 25-metre delivery head.
This type of pumps is popular in the terai and getting more popular in hills for shallow lift
from open source. The suction pipes are generally made of hard materials (nonflexible)
and should be airtight for better performance. The delivery pipe can be hard or lay flat
(flexible). The main features are:
• F
 or diesel versions:
• Heavier and more difficult to move from one place to another (50-75 kilograms),
depending on model.
• R
 equires more strength to start the engine (handle cranking).
• S
 ome models are belt driven and some are “direct connected”.
• For petrol versions:
• L
 ighter and easier to carry (25-35 kilograms).
• G
 enerally has direct connection between motors and pumps.
• It requires less physical effort to start the engine (Recoil).
• 
Some pumps, like that in (Figure 25), start with petrol and switch to run on
cheaper kerosene but have less power and capacity.
• For electric versions:
• 
Single-phase motors are bigger, heavier and 30 percent more expensive than
3-phase motors but can connect to 220-volt household electric supply (for up to
three horsepower).
• L
 ighter and easy to carry (15-30 kilograms).
• 
3 -phase motor needs commercial connection and usually runs on higher
horsepower; suitable for groups of farmers.
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©Scott Justice

©Krishna Grill and Engineering Works

Figure 24: R-165 4HP diesel “direct connected” pump set
with 3-inch diametre pump

Figure 25: V
 arious models 3-5 HP petrol (direct connected” pump
set with 2-3 inch diametre pump

ALL ARE SUITABLE FOR:
• low suction (maximum three metres only) and delivery head (pushing water) of a maximum
25 metres, depending on model of centrifugal pump;
• mountainous areas (including narrow terraces), hilly and flat farms with a water supply;
• easy transportation since all engines are light enough and can be carried on a two-person
carry pole;
• intensifying (increasing the number of crops per year), diversifying the farm production and
growing high value crops;
• provision of services for a fee to customers.
Smaller HP electric pumps are suitable for the supply of drinking water as well as irrigating
garden and smaller upland fields.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Electric powered pumps

1-3 Hp (0.75 to 2.5 kilowatt)

Petrol-Diesel Horse Power (HP) range

3.5-10

Cooling System
Petrol pump weight

Forced air (larger diesel can come
with a water-cooling system)
25-35 kg

Diesel pump weight

50-75 kg

Fuel Consumption Petrol

0.25-1.0 l/hr

Fuel Consumption Diesel

0.75-2.0 l/hr

Electricity Consumption

1-3 kw/ hr

WHERE TO BUY IT
Widely available in nearly every district centre.
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Crop production - Harvesting

Powered brush cutter/harvester
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The powered brush cutter with the
cradle attached can harvest crops like
rice, wheat, barley etc. The operator
cuts and then lays the crops in rows for
drying and collection.
Figure 26: Hand held petrol powered brush cutter

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:

The brush cutter/harvester comes with
shoulder straps by which the weight of the
machine is distributed along the operator’s
shoulders. The operator simply swings the
whole assembly to cut the cereal crops
which is collected in the cradle, then swung
to the side to lay the harvested crop in a row
to dry. The cutting head can be changed to
various types of cutting mechanisms, like
weeder, grass cutter, pruner etc.

• h
 arvesting most cereals,
legumes and oilseed crops;
• for mowing/cutting forage grass;
• cutting grass, pruning tea
gardens and other bushes,
depending on the blades;
• beginners, women and youth;
• flat land, hilly terrains and small
and medium plots;
• provision of services for a fee to
customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Power Transmission

flexible shaft

Carrying harness Material
Weight approx.

 on-absorbent, washable material and adjustable
n
for operator size.
10 kg

Length of drive tube

≤ 1500 mm

Cutting blades

3-or 2-tooth steel blade

Cutting width

40-60 cm

Capacity

1-4 ropani/ hr

Fuel Consumption

0.5-0.75 l/hr

Engine Type - Power

Gasoline, Single Cylinder, 4-stroke ≤3-HP

BENEFITS
One machine harvests what 5-10 people can do in one day. This represents saving in time
and money. It prevents women from sitting in a squatted position and harvesting the cereals
using sickles.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Local agro vets and agricultural machinery importers and dealers
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Walk-behind
self-propelled reaper

Crop production - Harvesting

FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

As the name implies, the operator of the
machine walks and operates the machine from
behind it. This machine harvests by cutting the
stem of the crops and lays the harvested crop
to the side in a windrow to dry. The harvested
crop is then collected and bundled by hand and
threshed. It’s a seasonal machine used during
the harvest season.
Figure 27: Walk-behind self-propelled reaper

MAIN FEATURES
The walk-behind self-propelled reaper is
engine-powered and long-handled. The
frame is of rigid tubular construction and
fitted with an ergonomically suitable
and adjustable handlebar. Various
models come in different widths from
80-120 cm wide. Its operation is very
similar to that of a Mini-tiller.

SUITABLE FOR:
• harvesting rice, wheat, oilseed
and upright (non-bushy) varieties
of grain legumes;
• wet fields and even standing
water (rice harvesting), when
the model includes wide tires;
• provision of services for a fee to
customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Engine Power

5-7 HP

Rated Speed

2000 RPM app

Fuel Consumption

Approx. 260 g/kW.h

Engine Type

Single Cylinder Diesel

Overall dimensions

2000 x 1250 x 1000 mm

Cutting width

1000 mm

Transmission

2 speed forward and 1 reverse

Adjustable height of stubble

60-30 mm

Work efficiency

3-4 h/ha

Weight

Approx. 150 kg

Placing angle

90o ± 20o

Wide (fat) rubber tire (recommended for
wet & muddy conditions)

460 x 220 mm
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BENEFITS
Harvesting is a labour-intensive task involving many women. With the walk-behind reaper,
one hectare can be harvested in 3-4 hours. This machine allows easy and quick harvesting,
covering a large area with fewer labourers. It can save labour and time while lessening the
need for women to bend and use traditional sickles to harvest. It is easy to start and does
not require a lot of physical strength.
WHERE TO BUY IT

©FAO/Umong Shahi

Agri-machinery importers and dealers.

Figure 28: Woman farmer resting after harvesting rice
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Crop production - Harvesting

2-Wheel tractor
reaper/harvester
FUNCTION

©FAO/Madhusudan Basnyat

Like the walk behind reaper/
harvester, the machine cuts the crop
then moves the harvested crop to lay
it to the side in a windrow to dry. It is
then collected and bundled by hand
and threshed.
Figure 29: Reaper attached to a 2-wheel tractor

MAIN FEATURES
The reaper is simply an attachment to a 2-wheel tractor. If a farmer owns a 2-wheel
tractor, this reaper attachment would cost about one third the cost of the walkbehind reaper. It can be used as a walk-behind or for riding; however, most operators
prefer to sit and ride while harvesting, reducing drudgery. Various models come in
different widths of 120-140 cm. The cutting blades and conveyor belts are powered
using a V-belt from an engine pulley to the reaper pulley. Cutting height can be easily
adjusted to leave from 3-5 centimetres or approx. 20 centimetres.
SUITABLE FOR:
• h
 arvesting rice, wheat, oilseed and upright (non-bushy) varieties of grain legumes;
• small and medium terrain farms;
• larger valley bottom fields, fields near roadside, or ridge top fields, but not for mountainous,
hillside or terraced fields;
• p
 rovision of services for a fee to customers.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Attachment for

 DF or GN 12-24 horsepower 2-wheel tractor

Harvesting width

1.2-1.4 m

Weight approx.

120 kg

Work efficiency

5-8 ropani/hr

Diesel fuel consumption

0.5-0.8 l/hr

Cutting Height: Not less than

50-300 mm

BENEFITS
Harvesting is a labour-intensive task involving many women. This machine allows easy and
quick harvesting, covering a large area with fewer labourers. It can save labour and time
while lessening the burden of hand-harvesting on women. The riding type harvester is less
tiring to operate compared to the walk-behind type.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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Potato digger
for mini-tiller

Crop production - Harvesting

FUNCTION

©FAO/Madhusudan Basnyat

This potato digger attaches to the rear of the mini-tiller and
digs potatoes and other tuber crops out of the soil, laying
them on the ground with minimal losses. Like the adjustable
ridger, it attaches to the back of the mini-tiller. For this
work, the mini-tiller usually needs the tall and narrow metal
(lugged) cage wheel for extra traction to pull the digger.

BENEFITS
Potato harvesting is a time-consuming task done mainly
by women. The potato digger saves time and energy
for the farmer.

Figure 30:
Mini-tiller potato harvester -digger

WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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©FAO/Umong Shahi

Postharvest
operations
31

Post harvest operations - Threshing

Rice open drum thresher
FUNCTION

©Scott Justice

The rice open drum thresher
threshes cereals such as rice
and wheat using foot-power
or an electric motor. It works
by holding bundled cereals
to the rotating spiked drum.

Figure 31: E lectric (1 Kw) motor powered peddle thresher for rice and wheat

MAIN FEATURES
It can be either foot-powered via its peddle or with an electric motor to rotate a drum with
spikes.
The foot-powered method can only generate 300-400 RPM speed, so only rice can be
threshed.
Converted with 1 HP electric motor can: 1) thresh more grain per hour and 2) turn at
higher 500-600 RPM speed for threshing wheat.
It is lightweight and can easily be carried on a bamboo pole by two people.
It does not come with a cleaning fan, so grain must be winnowed separately.
SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•

small and medium production;
hill and flat terrain;
threshing rice and wheat;
p
 rovision of threshing services for a fee to customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight of peddle only

40 kg

Weight with the electric motor

50 kg

Dimensions (L x W x H)

1,250 x 650 x 630 mm

Cylinder diametre x length

400 x 600 mm

Threshing capacity of foot-powered

30-50 kg/hr

Threshing capacity of electric motor-powered

120-200 kg/hr
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BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Is mobile even in terraced areas - threshers can be lifted and carried by two people.
Removes drudgery of threshing by hand.
S
 aves time and increases threshed grain compared to threshing by hand-beating
Electric thresher increases three- to four-fold what can be threshed by peddle-powered
method.

WHERE TO BUY IT
Sold at various agro vets, hardware stores and agri-machinery agents in many hill district
centres.
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Mobile thresher

Post harvest operations - Threshing

FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The mobile thresher is a type of
thresher for bundled rice or wheat
and is petrol-engine powered. Mobile
threshers have wheels that allow
taking the machine to the field where
the harvest is taking place.

Figure 32: Mobile thresher

MAIN FEATURES
The thresher follows a belt-driven mechanism
and is fitted on a frame or chassis with an
engine, handle and wheels (pneumatic tyres)
that allow its transport across the fields. The
threshing rate is about 300-400 kg/h for rice
and 250-300 kg/hr for wheat. It includes a fan
for grain cleaning.

SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•

small and medium production;
hilly and flat terrains;
threshing rice and wheat;
provision of threshing services
for a fee to farmers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Grain output
Overall dimensions

 00-400 kg/hr for rice; 250-300 kg/
3
hr for wheat
minimum 850 x 840 x 780 mm

Weight of the thresher (with the engine)

Approx. 115 kg

Drum speed
Drum length

Approx. 500-850 rpm and adjustable
depending on seed/grain type
Approx. 1200 mm

Engine power

Petrol engine 7 hp maximum

BENEFITS
• Removes drudgery of threshing by hand.
• Saves time and greatly increases the amount of grain threshed (8 to 10 times more
than manual threshing).
• Cleaning fan also saves time, as manual winnowing is no longer required.
• Due to its high threshing rate, the provision of threshing services is an option for
individual service providers or custom hiring centres.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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Post harvest operations - Threshing

Maize dehusker with sheller
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The maize dehusker with sheller
provides a double function by
deshusking and shelling at one
time. Its counter-rotating rubber
rollers strip and dehusk maize cobs
and then automatically drop them
into the sheller for shelling.
Figure 33: Electric powered maize dehusker cum sheller

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:

 aize cobs are placed by hand in a hopper that
M
feeds into dehusker
Models vary, but generally, the maize husks are
deposited on one side, the cobs are ejected from
another side, and maize grains are dropped from
the end, keeping these three items separated.
Some cleaning/winnowing of maize grain may be
needed.
The shelling capacity goes from 2 t/hr (dehusking)
to 3 t/hr (shelling).

• D
 ehusking and shelling dry
maize cobs of different varieties;
• small and medium hill and terai
farms;
• 1-2 people can easily operate
this machine;
• provision of dehusking and
shelling services for a fee to
farmers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension

Approx. 1180 X 480 X 1000 mm

Total weight with motor

60 kg (max.)

Productivity dehusking

≥ 2 tons/hr

Productivity Shelling

≥ 3 ton/hr

Motor Type/Rated Power

220 V, Single Phase, 2 HP

S
 afety Compliance: All rotating shafts, pulleys, belts and other hazardous parts
are guarded.
BENEFITS
• T
 his machine removes drudgery of dehusking and shelling by hand.
• Due to its high rate of dehusking and shelling, the provision of services is an option for
individual service providers or custom hiring centres. This permits generating money
for profit and for the maintenance and repair of the machine.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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Maize sheller

Post harvest operations - Shelling

FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The maize sheller is used to separate
the grain from cobs. The dehusked
cobs are placed one at a time in the
machine to be shelled. A maize cob can
be shelled as fast as a person can put
the cob into the machine.

Figure 34: Double tube maize sheller with 1 kilowatt electric motor

MAIN FEATURES

SUITABLE FOR:

There are single- or double-tube corn shellers
with an electric motor. The shellers come in
1-2 horsepower electric motors, depending
on their size and model. Maize grains are
ejected from under the machine, and the cob
is released at the end of the machine. The
shelling capacity ranges from 200 kg/hr (single
tube) to 500 kg/hr (double tube).

• s helling dry maize cobs of
different varieties;
• small and medium hilly regions
and terai farms;
• 1-2 people are enough to operate
this machine easily;
• provision of services for a fee to
customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Motor Type

220 volt, Single Phase, 1-2 horsepower

Dimension

≤ 610 X 320 X 680 mm

Total weight with motor

15-30 kg

Productivity

200-500 kg/hr

BENEFITS
• R
 emoves drudgery and pain of shelling by hand
• S
 aves time and greatly increases the amount of grain
(30- 40 times faster than manual shelling)
• M
 aize grain occupies less space than maize in cobs, making its storage easier.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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Post harvest operations - Milling

Combined rice-dehusker and flour-feed mill
FUNCTION

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The combined rice-dehusker and
flour-feed mill is suitable for both
rice dehusking and grinding cereals
into flour. The two different sides of
the machine serve each purpose.

Figure 35: Combine Mill (rice dehusker cum flour mill)

MAIN FEATURES
•
•
•
•

V
 arious sizes, power requirements and work output are available.
It combines a rice dehusker-huller and a flour grinding mill.
O
 ne engine powers both machines.
The capacity is 100-125 kg/hr for paddy dehusking and 175-250 kg/hr for flour milling-feed
grinding.
• F
 itted with a feeding hopper
• C
 omplies with international standards
SUITABLE FOR:
• d
 ehusking and hulling of paddy on one side of the machine, and grinding cereals (maize,
rice, wheat, etc.) for flour or feed on the other side of the machine;
• s mall and medium hill and terai farms;
• small home businesses that provide milling services to the local community;
• provision of services for a fee to customers.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension

2000 X 350 X 2000 mm

Total weight with motor

Approximately 100 kg

Paddy Dehusking

125 minimum kg/hr

Flour Grinding

250 minimum kg/hr

Motor Type & Power

220 volt, Single Phase 2-3 HP

BENEFITS
Due to its high rate of dehusking and griding, such services are an option for individual
service providers or hiring centres. This permits profit-making and generating money for
the maintenance and repair of the machine. By placing more powered mills in a village
the distance for hauling to and from mill can be greatly reduced
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importers and dealers.
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Post harvest operations - Fodder production

Powered fodder chopper
©Leshan San Yuan Electrical Machinery Co., Ltd.

FUNCTION
The electric-powered fodder chopper
chops wet and dry fodder into small pieces
suitable for hay and silage. The operator
feeds the grass/residue by hand into the
front chute, and the fodder pieces are blown
into a pile behind the machine.

Figure 36: Powered fodder chopper

MAIN FEATURES
It comes in various sizes from 1-3 HP
Very easy to operate

SUITABLE FOR:
• small and medium hill and terai farms;
• 
chopping grass, maize, sorghum and rice
stalk and tree twigs;
• making fodder and silage for animal feed;
• provision of services for a fee to customers.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

60 kg

Dimensions

1120 x 480 x 800 mm

Rotating Speed of Cutter

1100 rpm

Quantity of blades

4 pieces

Working efficiency (dry grass)

1000 kg/hr

Working efficiency (wet grass)

1200 kg/hr

Motor Type

220 V, Single Phase

Rated Power (KW - HP)

2.5 KW or 3 HP

BENEFITS
• R
 emoves drudgery of chopping by hand;
• G
 reatly increases the amount of fodder produced per hour;
• Suitable for small home businesses that provide fodder chopping services to the local
community.
WHERE TO BUY IT
Agri-machinery importerns and dealers.
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Mini-Tiller Trailer

Post harvest operations - Transport

FUNCTION

©Scott Justice

The mini-tiller trailer allows the
carrying and transport of loads.

Figure 37: Diesel powered mini-tiller (4 Kw) with trailer attachment

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
It measures 0.8 x 1.2 m and allows for carrying loads weighing 300-500kg,
depending on road conditions.
BENEFITS
Women can use the trailer for multiple purposes, such as to carry agricultural produce
from the field to homes or markets, and to carry inputs like manure and organic fertilizer
to the field. Traditionally, these are carried in a basket on the heads or backs of women.
WHERE TO BUY IT
This product can be made in local workshops or ready-made trailers. They are also available
ready-made in agri-machiney importers and dealers.
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Main suppliers and dealers in Nepal of
machine and equipment in this catalogue
Disclaimer This list aims to guide various stakeholders, including smallholder farmers,
extensionists and practitioners on where various equipment and machinery are sold in Nepal.
Including these importers, manufacturers and dealers in this catalogue does not imply that
FAO endorses or recommends these or that they are the only option available in the market.
FAO shall not be responsible for the performance of the listed importers, manufacturers and
dealers.

©FAO/Umong Shahi

The below list provides different options of leading suppliers and dealers that sell the machine
and equipment described in this catalogue in Nepal. When buying equipment or machinery,
the supplier or dealer must offer a warranty of 12 months. Similarly, the seller must be
accountable for the availability of spare parts and after-sale services for the equipment and
machine they sell.
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Address

Dhobighat, Lalitpur

Parsa, Birgunj

Byasi, Bhaktapur

Thokaroad,
Kathmandu

Dharmapath,
Kathmandu

Tripureswor,
Kathmandu

Satungal,
Kathmandu

Bharatpur, Chitwan

Itahari, Sunsari

Nepalgunj

Sanepa, Lalitpur

Dhobichaur,
Kathmandu

Bhaktapur,

Tikapur, Kailali

Company Name

BTL Trade Pvt.ltd

The Habi Auto Trading Pvt.Ltd

SKT Nepal Pvt.Ltd

Narayani Machines Pvt.ltd

Om Store

Dahal Trading Concern

Shrestha Agri Inputs

Aadhunik Krishi Kisan Sansar

Kuber and Sons Trade Link

Modern Agro Technology

Abhishek Trading Concern

Mustang Trading International

SK Traders

Naya Tulsi Trade Link

All over Nepal

9858420339

9851005062

9851105414

9841205093

9858024422

9852054445

9851075613

9841799161

9851027967

9851036291

9851092467

9851019005

9855020200

9851105414

Contact No.

nayatulsitradelink@yahoo.com

sasnepal305@gmail.com

modernagrotechnology@yahoo.com
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Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, maize planter.

aadhunik.krishikisansansar@gmail.com
kubeirandsons@yahoo.com

Mini-tiller,corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, combine rice mill, rice huller,
rice polisher.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

shresthaagriinputs@gmail.com

agronepalktm@gmail.com

omstore@hotmail.com
omstore@hotmail.com

sktnepal305@gmail.com

Mini-tiller, corn seller, combine mill, handcranked fertilizer spreader.

btltradepvtltd@gmail.com

Tractor

Machine list

email
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Bhaktapur

Satungal,
Kathmandu

Madyapur thimi

Kathmandu

Kanchanpur

Bhaktapur

Kathmandu

Bhaktapur

Unpark, Kupondol,
Lalitpur

Tab international Trading Pvt
Ltd

Kabita Agri Pvt.ltd

Smart Agro solution

Amok Siddhi Investment and
Tradelink Pvt. Ltd

RCT Agro Machinery and
Engineering Workshop

Duwal R and R Bhaktapur
Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.

Centre
Nepal China Agriculture Center

Maheswori Tractors Suppliers

AMC Engineering Solutions

Sunsari

Biratnagar, Morang

Bharat Machinery Parts

Nirmal trading concern

Province No. 1

Satungal,
Kathmandu

Address

Chandragiri Machinery Udhyog
Pvt. Ltd.

Company Name

9852024810

9860607070

9841434242

9849212051

9841616413

9841205038

9858752224

9851105414

9851005062

9851043029

9841205038

9841799161

Contact No.

Mini-tiller petrol, brush cutter, corn sheller,
battery sprayer.
Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

kabitaagripvtltd@gmail.com
sasnepal305@gmail.com

rdfbiratnagar@yahoo.com

amcengineeringsolution@gmail.com
www.amce.com.np

agronepalktm@gmail.com

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

tab2070@hotmail.com
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Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, combine rice mill.

Mini-tiller, mini-tiller attachments, 2-wheel
tractors, pump sets, powered open drum
threshers, corn shellers.

Mini-tiller, thresher, sprayer.

Feeding machine, sprayer, weeder.

Mini-tiller, thresher, sprayer.

Mini-tiller, paddy thersher, mini thresher.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn seller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Machine list

chandragirimachines@gmail.com

email
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Biratnagar, Morang

Innarwa, Sunsari

Itahari, Sunsari

Gauradaha, Sunsari

Udayapur

Morang

Biratnagar, Morang

Iitahari, Sunsari

Birtamod, Jhapa

Biratnagar, Morang

Sk Enterprises

Kisan traders

Purbanchal Suppliers

Asian Agriculture Machinery

Jay laxmi traders

Rasana Tractors Spares

New PR Suppliers

Bishnu powered triller parts

Krishi Sansar Nepal

Krishna Grill & Engineering
Works Pvt. Ltd. Koshati
Trading

Janakpur

Mahotari

Naraha, Siraha

Pratik traders

Bardibas Machinery Tools and
Gen Suppliers

Purbanchal Agro Inputs and
Suppliers

Province No. 2

Address

Company Name

9855040228

9803056446

9844102611

9852020428

9852673240

9842299298

9852024642

9852024810

9862291085

9842664930

9804060399

9842342826

9852025949

Contact No.

Tractor and attachments.

newpr.suppliers@yahoo.com

Mini-tiller, diesel pump, solar pump,
thresher.

kgktc_brt@wlink.com.np
kgktc_brt@wlink.com.np
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Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

Tractor and attachments, tea harvesters,
reapers, sprayers, powered fodder
chopper.

krishisansarnepal@gmail.com

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader.

Brush cutter, combine mill, powered
fodder chopper.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Machine list

rdfbiratnagar@yahoo.com
rdfbiratnagar@yahoo.com

kstl2065@gmail.com

kishantredars123@gmail.com
kishantredars123@gmail.com

skenterprises277@gmail.com

email
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Dhangadhi, Siraha

S.M. Traders and Suppliers

Suryabinayak,
Bhaktapur

Khusibu,
Kathmandu

Sindhuli

Dhadingbesi

Charikot, Dolakha

Banepa, Kavre

Hetauda,
Makwanpur

Bhaktapur

Charikot, Dolakha

Nuwakot

Nuwakot

Bharatpur, Chitwan

Nepal Automobiles

Gautam Machinery Concern

Shrestha Traders

Kalika Enterprises

Tamakoshi Heavy Equipment
and General Suppliers

Om satya sai machinery

Hetauda suppliers

Duwal Machinery pvt.ltd

K and K Traders

centre
PH trade center

Aashirbad Krishi Sahakari
Sanstha Ltd.

DB international Pvt.ltd

Bagmati Province

Address

Company Name

9851155244

9851190473

9851161677

9851213901

9851071303

9845027667

9841102185

9851174169

9849454861

9844041999

9841218010

9852024843

9852830689

Contact No.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

duwalmachinery355@gmail.com
duwalmachinery355@gmail.com

Mini-tiller, maize planter.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller.
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Mini-tiller, powered brushcutter.

Mini-tiller, combine mill.

Mini-tiller, combine mill, multi-crop
thresher, corn seller.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, vegetable planter.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn seller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter, thresher.

Tractor

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed pellet machine.

Machine list

hetaudasuppliers@gmail.com

kalikaenterprises.gmail.com
kalikaenterprises@gmail.com

gautammec91@gmail.com

chuda_auto@yahoo.com

email
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Hetauda

Gwarko, Lalitpur

Makwanpur Krishi Prabidhi

J.B.Workshop

Pokhara

Nawalpur

Beni ,Magdi

Pokhara

Baglung

Gorkha

Syangja

Gorkha

SR trading

Nepal krishi kisan trade

Kriti Refregeration and electro
mp

New Miken Enterprises

Dhaulagiri machinery and tools

Kunwar Machinery

Garau kalika traders

Manakamana Motor Parts
Workshop

Nepalgung, Banke

Pasupati nagar,
Bardiya

lamahi, Dang

Yogesh machinery

JB Shah traders

Deuki multipurpose service

Lumbani Province

Tanahu, lamjung,
Gorkha Districts

Khadkamai krishi machinery

Gandaki Province

Address

Company Name

9857831156

9822506257

9858025032

9851030053

9856027825

9856066686

9857668312

9846294575

9857640398

9844778509

9846305130

9860293427

9841239346

9845455850

Contact No.
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Mini-tiller, powered brushcutter.

jbsahatraders@gmail.com

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn seller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered fodder
chopper.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn seller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, small reaper,
sprayer.

Mini-tiller, powered brushcutter.

Mini-tiller, combine mill.

Rice thresher, thresher, ginger washing
machine, weeders.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter.

Machine list

yogeshmachinery134@gmail.com

daulagirimachinery@gmail.com

email
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lamahi,dang

Kapilbastu

Bardiya

Dang

Bhirahawa

Palpa

Bhairahawa

Dang

Kisan trade and suppliers

Kapilbastu krishi traders

Dahit Trade and Suppliers

BKL traders

Chitragupta general order
supplier

Khanal suppliers

Ashoka Krishi Traders

Shree Mahalaxmi Traders

Surkhet

Salyan

Surkhet

SR suppliers

SS suppliers

Manikej Marketing business
service p.ltd

Tikapur, Kailali

Kailali

Naya Tulsi Four Wheels

Kisan Trade Link and suppliers

Sudurpashchim Province

Surkhet

Sahara Trade Center
Centre

Karnali Province

Butwal, Rupendehi

Address

Butwal automobile

Company Name

9848501721

9858425126

9802524292

9847842364

9812453125

9858061343

9857830908

9857020032

9857065507

9857022047

9848092053

9858022187

9860523873

9847828498

9857033906

Contact No.

nayatulsitradelink@yahoo.com

manikej@gmail.com

butwalautomobile@gmail.com

email
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Mini-tiller, powered weeder, sprayer, corn
sheller.

Mini-tiller, powered weeder, corn sheller,
powered brushcutter, thresher.

Mini-tiller, combine mill.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, powered brushcutter.

Mini-tiller, combine mill.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, sprayer, corn sheller.

Mini-tiller, corn sheller, combine mill,
hand-cranked fertilizer spreader, vegetable
planter, feed paled machine.

Machine list
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Address

Kanchanpur

Dhangadi, Kailali

Dhangadi, Kailali

Tikapur, Kailali

Company Name

RCT ENGGENERING
WORKSHOP

Kisan Agriculture Enterprises

Dinesh Motors Pvt Ltd

D-Kam Microsystem Pvt. Ltd

9848426548

9848444223

9858420062

9851172224

Contact No.

dkam.microsystem@gmail.com
dkam.microsystem@gmail.com

dineshmotors123@gmail.com
dineshmotors123@gmail.com

email
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Mini-tiller, corn sheller, powered
brushcutter.

Mini-tiller, powered tiller, paddy thresher,
mini thresher.

Machine list

©FAO/Umong Shahi
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